
THE INDUSTRY’S ORIGINAL
BUD SORTER

HELPING CULTIVATORS 
WORLDWIDE

Intended use and volume will 
determine which machine is right for 

you. Contact us to discuss your needs 
and hear our professional opinion. 

THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO 
SORT CANNABIS.

START YOUR SAVINGS NOW.

BUDSORTER.COM
INFO@BUDSORTER.COM

252 207 3950

CONTROLS

BUDSORTER.COM
INFO@BUDSORTER.COM

252 207 3950

Bud Sorter’s control box makes 
sorting easy!

power

start / stop

speed

self clean

emergency off



BUDSORTER.COM

DIMENSIONS

SMALL SORTER & LARGE SORTER

PRICING AVAILABLE ONLINE: BUDSORTER.COM

DIMENSIONSBENEFITS BENEFITS

MAIN FUNCTIONS

Our small sorter is great for medium 
sized facilities and extractors. 
Sorts 80 lbs / hr dry

D = 600 mm D = 1000 mmFits through a 
standard door

Fits 5 QC workers 
around sorter

Simply put, our large sorter is a beast. 
It can easily sort 150 lbs / hr dry

Sorting flower by size allows cultivators to 
ensure each package from a harvest batch 
contains the same proportion of small buds 
and large buds, or allows for the removal 
of small buds entirely. This is especially 
useful to maintain quality control of large 
quantities of machine trimmed bud, or 
before dry trimming. 

Creates an ideal particle size for joints. 
Often times material is ground too finely 
in an effort to get rid of larger chunks and 
stems, which ultimately makes joints that 
burn hot and run. Grinding gradually and 
separating out appropriately sized material 
before it is ground too finely makes perfect 
joint material. 5 lbs can be prepared 
using this method in 30 minutes or less. 
Guaranteed not to tear or rip papers.

In extraction, machine time is money. 
When trim is finely ground one can fit two 
times the weight in each column than if 
the trim is not ground, but this often leads 
to channeling, which reduces yield. This is 
because stems or chunks of cannabis miss 
the grinder and create pathways in the 
powdery material. Sifting material before 
extraction reduces this substantially. 

grading flower by size, wet or dry
making perfect joint material
sifting macerated trim before extraction
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